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"Victory" fuses together a lyrical mix of hope, inspiration, love, and gratitude on top of jazz and R&B

flavored tracks, resulting in a delicious blend of contemporary and traditional gospel music that can be

enjoyed by all ages and cultures. 13 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, GOSPEL: Traditional

Gospel Details: Derrick Hall  Company is comprised of a group of very talented, God-fearing, God-loving

ministers of music. When one hears the words flowing from the mouths of these individuals, it is evident

that it is all about ministry. Led by Derrick Hall, the founder of the group, they sing songs of love, hope,

and inspiration, driven from a desire to share the gospel and win souls for Christ by singing of the joy that

is found in Him. All 13 tracks found on Victory, the group's third independently released project, were

written and produced by Derrick. The versatility found in "Victory" transcends both traditional and

contemporary style. Fusing together a lyrical mix of hope, inspiration, love, and gratitude on top of jazz

and R&B flavored tracks, resulting in a delicious blend of contemporary and traditional gospel music that

can be enjoyed by all ages and cultures. An artist definitely led by the Spirit, Derrick is a gifted and

accomplished musician, artist, songwriter, and producer. Derrick's versatility and innovative style has

distinguished him as a recognizable talent in the music industry. Having demonstrated his musical

abilities at a young age and as the son of parents who instilled both family values and the importance of

living a Christ-centered life, it was only natural that gospel music would become his calling. Often referred

to "as one of the best musicians in the Bay Area," Derrick is often called upon to serve as music director

for live recordings and events. Derrick Hall's professionalism and artistry has afforded him the opportunity

to have recorded with, accompanied, or penned music for such notable artists as Edwin Hawkins,

Tramaine Hawkins, Daryl Coley, Lawrence Matthews, and Kim Burrell. Ms. Burrell's, 2001 hit "I'll Keep

Holding On," featured on the 2001 WOW gospel compilation was co-written by Derrick Hall. As a group,
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Derrick Hall  Company's main purpose is to empower, encourage and spread the gospel with music that

appeals to all ages, demographics, and cultures. It is important to the group as a whole that they are

viewed to "practice what they preach" and that they strive to live the life they sing about.
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